Quality assessment of terahertz time-domain spectroscopy transmission and reflection modes for graphene conductivity mapping
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Abstract: We present a comparative study of electrical measurements of graphene using terahertz time-domain spectroscopy in transmission and reflection mode, and compare the measured sheet conductivity values to electrical van der Pauw measurements made independently in three different laboratories. Overall median conductivity variations of up to 15% were observed between laboratories, which are attributed mainly to the well-known temperature and humidity dependence of non-encapsulated graphene devices. We conclude that terahertz time-domain spectroscopy performed in either reflection mode or transmission modes are indeed very accurate methods for mapping electrical conductivity of graphene, and that both methods are interchangeable within measurement uncertainties. The conductivity obtained via terahertz time-domain spectroscopy were consistently in agreement with electrical van der Pauw measurements, while offering the additional advantages associated with contactless mapping, such as high throughput, no lithography requirement, and with the spatial mapping directly revealing the presence of any inhomogeneities or isolating defects. The confirmation of the accuracy of reflection-mode removes the requirement of a specialized THz-transparent substrate to accurately measure the conductivity.
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1. Introduction

In the past decade many types of applications (e.g. gas sensors [1–3], transistors [4–6], OLEDs [7–9], corrosion protection [10–12], and photodetectors [13–15]), have been used to demonstrate the commercial potential of graphene. Now that high quality, large-scale CVD growth [16–18] and transfer [19–21] methods are becoming well established, the viability of graphene as a device component has become more realistic. However, in order to obtain reliable production of mass fabricated graphene devices, rapid quality assessment metrology is essential for process monitoring. Terahertz time-domain spectroscopy (THz-TDS) has been proven a possible candidate for large-scale electrical characterization of graphene and other two-dimensional materials [22]. With THz-TDS, it is possible to extract the conductivity $\sigma$, scattering time $\tau$, carrier concentration $n$, and carrier mobility $\mu$ with a sub-millimeter spatial resolution. THz-TDS has various practical advantages as compared to contact-based electrical measurements: no need for polymers/solvents that are known to adversely affect the electrical properties of graphene [23]), high throughput for large areas [24] and possibility of identifying imperfections (i.e. grain boundaries) on the microscale [25]. Although it is established that $\sigma$ can be derived from THz-TDS measurements, with this study, we confirm for the first time the accuracy and reproducibility between different laboratories for spatial mapping of graphene conductivity, which is a necessary step towards establishing a robust and reliable metrology platform. The confirmation of the accuracy of reflection-mode THz-TDS allows the method to be applied to a very large set of existing graphene devices/applications where transmission-mode THz-TDS is not compatible. The THz-TDS method is subject to standardization within the IEC.

2. Experimental setup and methods

2.1 Device fabrication via laser ablation

Wafer-scale graphene was grown by chemical vapor deposition (CVD) and transferred to a 100 mm diameter high-resistivity (~10 kΩ·cm) silicon wafer with a passivation layer of 165 nm Si3N4, as shown in Fig. 1 (a). Devices had electrical contacts evaporated via a shadow mask to enable van der Pauw measurements [Fig. 1 (b)]. Metal contacts had dimensions of 2.2 mm × 0.8 mm. Individual square devices of area 25 mm² were defined via laser ablation [26] as shown in Figs. 1 (c-d).
2.2 Terahertz time-domain spectroscopy

THz-TDS in transmission mode [Fig. 1 (e)] was performed at the Department of Photonics Engineering at the Technical University of Denmark, using a Picometrix T-ray 4000 system described in detail elsewhere [27]. For transmission mode measurements the conductivity was extracted from the directly transmitted pulse after applying corrections for timing jitter as described in ref [28]. Scanning was performed with a static detector and scanning the samples in the x and y directions. Picometrix T-Ray 4000 system records data in a scanning window of 320 ps with 78 fs temporal resolution. The laboratory relative humidity was ≈50%. Measurement time was 20 minutes per sample. THz-TDS in reflection mode [Fig. 1 (f)] was performed using an ONYX measurement system which is a THz system working in reflection configuration, and co-developed with the Fraunhofer Institute for Industrial Mathematics at the company das Nano in Pamplona, Spain. Scanning was performed by movement of the sample in the y-axis and the source/receiver moving in the x-axis. The scanning window was 50 ps with 25 fs temporal resolution. Measurement time was 60 seconds per sample. The relative humidity was ≈45%. Both measurement protocols analyzed the sheet conductivity at 0.9 THz (corresponding to a beam with FWHM of approximately 400 µm), and used a 400 µm step size for mapping. The Tinkham equation is used for the transmission coefficient from air to substrate through a thin conducting film. This is a valid approximation in the case where the thickness of the film \( t_{\text{film}} \ll \lambda / n_{\text{film}} \), (where \( \lambda \) is the wavelength, and \( n_{\text{film}} \) is the film refractive index) which is a reliable approximation for atomically flat materials [29]. For pixel-to-pixel analysis, conductivity values within 1.2 mm of the metal contacts were excluded [30].

2.3 Van der Pauw measurements

Contact-based van der Pauw (vdP) measurements were performed at 30 °C [31] at the Department of Micro- and Nanotechnology, Technical University of Denmark. Sheet resistances \( (R_s) \) were calculated using the vdP equation formula [32]:

\[
e^{-\frac{\pi R_s}{\kappa_e}} + e^{-\frac{2\pi R_s}{\kappa_e}} = 1
\]
where $R_A$ and $R_C$ are the measured resistances from the A configuration and C configuration, respectively, as shown in Fig. 1 (g-h). Assuming the geometry of the device is well-known, we can calculate the homogeneity factor

$$\beta = \frac{R_A}{R_C}$$ (2)

For a uniformly conducting square device with one contact positioned in each corner $\beta = 1$.

3. Results and discussion

3.1 Comparison of reflection and transmission modes of THz-TDS

![Fig. 2. THz-TDS conductivity maps for devices 1-4 for transmission (a,d,g,j) and reflection modes (b,e,h,k). Outline of metal contacts location shown in (j). Histograms comparing conductivity of devices 1-4 for transmission and reflection modes (c,f,i,l).](image-url)

Fig. 2. THz-TDS conductivity maps for devices 1-4 for transmission (a,d,g,j) and reflection modes (b,e,h,k). Outline of metal contacts location shown in (j). Histograms comparing conductivity of devices 1-4 for transmission and reflection modes (c,f,i,l).
Figure 2 shows four devices with comparative conductivity maps. All devices originate from a single graphene growth, single transfer, and one laser ablation procedure. We have chosen four devices to be representative of different parts of the wafer, with two relatively homogenous (device 2 and 3) devices and two devices of lower homogeneity (device 1 and 4). In the following we focus on Device 1, as this is the most inhomogeneous device. Figure 2 a-b show the THz-TDS conductivity maps obtained by transmission and reflection modes respectively for Device 1. All pixels, including those which correspond to the metal contacts are treated using the same method. Although the Tinkham equation is likely inaccurate for metal of this thickness, all metal THz-TDS conductivity pixels are excluded from the following analysis and only included in Fig. 2 for completeness. For clarity, we have superimposed the contact pattern in yellow in Fig. 2. (j). Conductivity values in Fig. 2 above 3.5 mS are set to white. Qualitatively, we observed similar conductivity features in both maps, with a region of lower conductivity in the lower right corner. Figure 3 shows a pixel-to-pixel correlation between $\sigma_{\text{transmission}}$ and $\sigma_{\text{reflection}}$ for all devices. With Device 1, for conductivity values larger than 1.0 mS we observe an approximately 5% difference between the transmission and reflection methods, as extracted from a linear fit. For devices 2-4 we observe that the transmission measurements result in slightly higher values of $\sigma$, while the opposite is the case for Device 1.

3.2 Comparison of THz-TDS conductivity values with vdP measurements

In order to determine the consistency of the THz-TDS results with respect to traditional conductivity measurements, the vdP method was used to calculate sheet conductivities [cf.
The median $\sigma_{THz}$ values for both measurement setups are compared with van der Pauw measurements [Fig. 4 (a)]. The median is used in place of the mean so that results are not so severely affected by pixels with very low conductivity, for example a scratch/isolating defect, which has been shown to affect the accuracy of the van der Pauw calculation [33]. Uncertainties were calculated from the standard deviation for THz-TDS and using the differences from the A and C configurations for vdP measurements, as described in ref [31]. We observe a spread of similar $\sigma$ values with vdP values being approximately consistent with both THz-TDS data sets. We attribute the difference between measurements to minor changes in the ambient conditions between the three labs as well as contamination during handling and transferring. Ambient conditions are well known to affect the conductivity of graphene, such as temperature [34] and humidity [35], with each factor known to potentially contribute to a change in conductivity greater than the difference between our measurements. In order to confirm this for our device type, the vdP sheet conductivity was measured at various humidity levels, and between 25 – 35 °C as shown in Fig. 5. The relative humidity of the chamber was modified using a standard bubbler with deionized water. The humidity of the chamber was monitored using a Sensiron humidity sensor, with electrical measurements performed as previously described [31]. The higher density of points around 30% rel. humidity corresponds to the ambient humidity of the vdP lab. We observe approximately a 1% change in $\sigma$ over this temperature range; however, when the humidity is also varied we observe a far more significant change in $\sigma$ of over 20%, consistent with the use of graphene as a humidity sensor [36]. Therefore, when the inevitable changes in humidity from day to day, and between laboratories are taken into account, ambient conditions can easily account for the observed laboratory-to-laboratory discrepancies.

If the conductivity of graphene without the influence of humidity is required, then a thermal treatment in a dry neutral gas would be required [23]. However, this would add significantly to the sample measurement time, when heating, annealing, cooling to measurement temperature, and temperature stabilization are taken into account. This process would increase the measurement time of a reflection-mode measurement from 1 minute to at least 1 hour, per device. In addition, the graphene conductivity would change in response to the ambient conditions when removed from the N$_2$. We intend the methods presented here to be a fast and accuracy measure of the graphene conductivity in lab ambient.

We note there are slight differences between the reflection-mode lab ($\approx 45\%$) and the transmission-mode lab ($\approx 50\%$). We therefore expect to observe lower conductivity values for our reflection-mode measurements, which is consistent with the data for devices 2-4 in Fig. 3. However, device 1 displays the opposite behavior.

We performed micro-Raman spectroscopy on our devices in order to determine the density of defects. Using a Thermo Scientific DXRxi each device was mapped with 5625 pixels with a 455 nm laser and with Raman peaks analyzed using the methods of [37]. The density of defects in graphene is routinely accessed via Raman spectroscopy by assessing $I_D/I_G$: the ratio of the intensity of the D-peak ($\approx 1350$ cm$^{-1}$) and the intensity of G-peak ($\approx 1600$ cm$^{-1}$) [38]. We observed medians of the $I_D/I_G$ of 0.48, 0.16, 0.12 and 0.19 for devices 1-4 respectively, showing a larger defect density for device 1 relative to the other devices. An increase in defect density is highly related to the gas/humidity sensing properties as these defects act as binding sites for molecules which subsequently act as donors/acceptors and change the carrier concentration of the graphene device [39]. For graphene devices, the position of the charge neutrality point can also be influenced by the introduction of defects [40] and depending on the position of the charge neutrality point the same gas species can either increase or decrease the conductivity [39]. We therefore attribute the opposite change in conductivity for device 1 between the different labs to a higher defect density which creates a different chemiresistive response to humidity.
Fig. 5. a) Percentage change in vdP sheet conductivity for a range of temperatures at ~35% relative humidity in air. b) Percentage change in sheet conductivity for a range of relative humidities at 30 °C in air.

Much information is lost by taking a simple median of our THz data because the 100 pixel values from Fig. 2 are collapsed into a single conductivity value. The vdP method effectively takes a weighted average of the device conductivity, which can be visualized via a sensitivity map [1], which were here calculated by finite element simulation, using Comsol 5.2. Using the geometry from Fig. 6 (a), the A and C configuration are defined as in Fig. 1 (g-h), to be A: (Source,Drain,V,-V) = (1,2,3,4), and C: (Source,Drain,V,-V) = (3,4,1,2). Then, the x and y component of the current density (Jx, Jy) are extracted for each configuration and the prime configurations (APrime: (Source,Drain,V,-V) = (3,4,1,2) and CPrime: (Source,Drain,V,-V) = (1,3,2,4). The normalized sensitivity S for a single configuration can then be calculated using [41]:

\[
S = J_x \cdot J_{xPrime} + J_y \cdot J_{yPrime} 
\]

which is normalized using \(\int \int S \, dx \, dy = 1\). The example of the A configuration is shown in Fig. 6 (b), with the C configuration being equivalent, except rotated 90°. The dual configuration/vdP sensitivity is calculated using \(S_{vdP} = S_A + S_C \) where \(S_A\) and \(S_C\) are the sensitivities for the A and C configurations respectively, and is shown in Fig. 6 (c).

We show sensitivity maps for our devices calculated using finite element simulations in Fig. 5 for both the vdP corrected [Fig. 6 (c)] and single-configuration sensitivity [Fig. 6 (b)].
The single configuration sensitivity is non-symmetrical, with two edges of the device contributing more significantly to the measured conductivity.

In order to make a more representative comparison between THz maps and vdP measurements, the normalized sensitivity map from Fig. 6 (b) was used as a weighted matrix to create virtual single configuration THz-TDS conductivity maps. The medians of the single configuration THz-TDS conductivity maps can then be used with Eq. (2) to determine the homogeneity factor $\beta$. Because $\beta$ depends only on the geometry of the device, it should be independent from the ambient condition conductivity variations discussed above. The calculated homogeneity factor for all devices are shown in Fig. 4 (a), with six out of eight of the THz-derived $\beta$ values having very good agreement with the vdP-based $\beta$. The agreement in $\beta$ values strongly suggests that all three methods are measuring the same $\sigma$ landscape. The results shown in Fig. 4 (a) suggest that the conductivity maps measured using THz-TDS are consistent with traditional contact-based methods within the uncertainties associated with the variations expected when graphene is exposed to ambient conditions.

3.3 Measurement-to-measurement variations in THz-TDS conductivity

In order to investigate the measurement-to-measurement variation within the same laboratory, measurements of devices were repeated for both THz-TDS methods in the following order. A device is mounted and measured (Run 1), and then immediately re-measured (Run 2). The device is then unmounted, immediately remounted and measured again (Run 3). The sample and any atmospheric conditions mentioned above should not significantly change in this time and any differences can be attributed to systemic measurement errors. The results for transmission and reflection for Device 1 are shown in Fig. 4 (b) and 4 (c) respectively. When comparing the measured conductivities, we observe only minor variations in correlation of the repeated and reproduced measurements for both transmission and reflection mode. We observe lower values for $R^2$ for reflection-mode measurements for all devices, which is attributed to the slightly lower resolution associated with a 20-times faster scan rate. The median conductivities measured in transmission mode was 1.67 mS, 1.70 mS and 1.63 mS and in reflection mode 1.99 mS, 2.09 mS and 2.02 mS. Overall, we observe at most 5% error in median conductivity between intra-laboratory runs, which is simply attributed to systematic and/or random measurement errors, and is a smaller effect than the offset associated with atmospheric conditions and historic surface contamination.

We suggest the following methodologies in order to reduce errors associated with THz-TDS measurement of graphene conductivity and to allow for more meaningful inter- and intra-lab comparisons. We recommend that the recent environmental history of the device is well known and documented. Moving a device from an environment with high humidity to a lab with controlled low humidity will significantly affect any graphene conductivity experiment. Even if the measurements are performed in dry N$_2$, without a thermal treatment surface absorbents will still be present [23]. In addition, laboratory temperature should also be controlled, or at least recorded. In addition, exposure to oxidizing or reducing gases should be avoided as these are well known to affect graphene conductivity [39] and are also known to not desorb without thermal treatment [35].

4. Conclusion

We find that both reflection and transmission modes of THz-TDS are both accurate and precise methods for extracting graphene conductivity, and show that the methods are interchangeable within measurement uncertainties. The conductivity results obtained were comparable with traditional vdP measurements, even when the device had significant inhomogeneities. Our results suggest that THz-TDS is a powerful tool for electrical metrology on large scale graphene, with output ranging from a single value average $\sigma$, to a high-density spatial map revealing the presence of any inhomogeneities or insulating defects.
Different factors contribute to variations in measured parameters between different experimental runs. For the case of large-scale graphene measured with THz-TDS, a variation of up to 15% of the median conductivity was observed for laboratory-to-laboratory measurements, and up to 5% for inter-laboratory measurements. Inter-laboratory error was attributed to systematic and/or random errors in measurement/analysis and that laboratory-to-laboratory measurement uncertainty can be attributed to the expected variations in graphene conductivity due to changes in ambient temperature and humidity. We recommend that the recent history of exposure to humidity/oxidizing or reducing gases of devices is monitored and recorded, as these surface adsorbents can significantly affect the conductivity of graphene.
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